Abstract. We study hyperelliptic curves arising from Chebyshev polynomials. The aim of this paper is to characterize the pairs (q, d) such that the hyperelliptic curve C over a finite field F q 2 corresponding to the equation y 2 = ϕ d (x) is maximal over the finite field F q 2 of cardinality q 2 . Here ϕ d (x) denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of degree d. The same question is studied for the curves corresponding to y 2 = (x ± 2)ϕ d (x), and also for
Introduction
Let p be an odd prime number, let q be a power of p, and denote by F q 2 the finite field with q 2 elements. Let C be a curve (complete, smooth, and geometrically irreducible) of genus g ≥ 0 over the finite field F q 2 . We call the curve C maximal over F q 2 if the number of rational points of C over F q 2 attains the upper bound of Hasse-Weil, i.e, #C(F q 2 ) = 1 + q 2 + 2gq.
Not only have maximal curves several intrinsic geometrical properties, but also they have been investigated in connection with Coding Theory: in some cases the best known linear codes over finite fields of square order are obtained as one-point AG-codes from maximal curves.
In this work, we consider hyperelliptic curves given by one of the equations y 2 = ϕ d (x) or y 2 = (x±2)ϕ d (x) or y 2 = (x 2 −4)ϕ d (x) over F q 2 . Here ϕ d denotes the Chebychev polynomial of degree d over F p ⊂ F q 2 : recall that this is the unique polynomial φ such that
. In Lemma 4.1 we describe the pairs (q, d) such that ϕ d is a separable polynomial (over F q ). Our main goal is to study the problem, for which pairs (q, d) the curve in question is maximal over F q 2 . We have the following results. Theorem 1.1. Let d > 0 be an even integer and let q be a prime power with gcd(q, d) = 1. Then the curve C corresponding to the equation
is maximal over F q 2 if and only if either q ≡ −1 (mod 4d) or q ≡ 2d + 1 (mod 4d). . As a consequence, for d even and q odd, using a primitive 4-th root of unity i ∈ F q 2 one obtains an isomorphism over F q 2 given by (u, v) → (−u, iv) from the curve C described above, to the curve with equation y 2 = (x − 2)ϕ d (x). Hence for this curve, the same maximality criteria over F q 2 hold as those described in Theorem 1.1.
Another property that is immediate from the definition of the polynomials ϕ d is that if d = a · b for positive integers a, b, then ϕ d (x) = ϕ a (ϕ b (x)). Applying this in the situation of Theorem 1.1 with a = d/2 and b = 2, one obtains ϕ d (x) = ϕ d/2 (x 2 − 2). Writing the equation for C as y 2 = (x + 2)ϕ d/2 (x 2 − 2), it already appears in [11, Proposition 3] . In fact this will be used in Section 5 below.
The same curves as in Theorem 1.1, but now for d odd, are discussed in the next result. Theorem 1.3. Let d ≥ 1 be an odd integer and let q be a prime power with gcd(q, 2d) = 1. Then the curve C corresponding to the equation
is maximal over F q 2 if and only if q ≡ −1 (mod 2d).
For the curve corresponding to the equation y 2 = ϕ d (x) our strongest results are obtained in the case that d is even. (i) the curve C 1 corresponding to
(ii) q ≡ −1 (mod 4) and the curve C corresponding to
is maximal over F q 2 ; (iii) q ≡ −1 (mod 2d).
For odd d > 0 we have the following somewhat weaker result. Theorem 1.5. Let d > 0 be an odd integer and let q be a prime power. Assume that q is coprime to 2d. If q ≡ −1(mod 4d) or q ≡ 2d + 1(mod 4d), then the curve C corresponding to the equation
is maximal over F q 2 , and so is the curve C 1 over F q 2 corresponding to
If both C and C 1 are maximal over F q 2 , then either q ≡ −1( mod 4d) or q ≡ 2d + 1(mod 4d).
Based on considering small cases and experiments using Magma, we in fact have a stronger expectation for odd d > 0: Conjecture 1.6. For any prime power q and any odd d > 0 with gcd(q, 2d) = 1, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) the curve C 1 corresponding to
and the curve C corresponding to
is maximal over F q 2 .
Clearly if this conjecture holds then a much more complete and simple criterion follows (using Theorem 1.5 and similar to Theorem 1.4). In the Sections 2 and 3 some necessary background is recalled and a general necessary condition on the characteristic is shown (Proposition 2.3) in order for a curve corresponding to an equation y 2 = xg(x 2 ) over F q 2 (of positive genus) to be maximal. Section 4 contains the proofs of most results announced in this introduction. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.4 and discuss the conjecture. We finish with a small application/illustration of Complex Multiplication theory (Proposition 5.7).
Preliminaries
The zeta function of a curve C over a finite field k is a rational function of the form
,
is a polynomial of degree 2g = 2 · genus(C) with integral coefficients (see [7, Chapter V]), and where q = #k. We call this polynomial the L-polynomial of C over k.
We recall the following fact about maximal curves which can be deduced by extending the argument on p. 182 of [7] . Proposition 2.1. Suppose q is a square. For a smooth projective curve C of genus g, defined over k = F q , the following conditions are equivalent:
One way to construct explicit maximal curves is via the following remark (cf. [3] ) which although is commonly attributed to J-P. Serre (cf. Lachaud [6] ), it is implicity contained in Tate's paper [10] :
If there is a non-constant morphism f : C −→ D defined over the field k, then the L-polynomial of D over k divides the one of C over k. Hence a subcover D of a maximal curve C is also maximal.
The next result yields a necessary condition for maximality of a special type of hyperelliptic curves.
is a separable polynomial of degree d ≥ 1 with g(0) = 0. Let C be the hyperelliptic curve over F q corresponding to the equation
Proof. Note that the assumptions imply that C is a curve of genus d ≥ 1. Let i be a primitive 4-th root of unity in some extension of F q . The curve C has the automorphism ι given by ι(x, y) = (−x, iy). The action of ι on the vector space of regular 1-forms on C is diagonalizable, and has as eigenvalues ±i.
We claim that maximality of C over F q 2 implies that the characteristic p of F q satisfies p ≡ 3 mod 4. Indeed, if p ≡ 1 mod 4 then take integers a, b such that p = a 2 + b 2 . As endomorphisms of J = Jac(C) this yields a factorization p = (a + bι)(a − bι). Since multiplication by p is inseparable, at least one of the endomorphisms a ± bι is inseparable as well. However, it is not possible that both are inseparable since that would imply the sum 2a to be inseparable as well, which clearly is not the case. This means that after changing the sign of b if necessary, we have that a + bι is separable. Hence its kernel J [a + bι](F q ) is a nontrivial subgroup of the p-torsion of J . Since the p-torsion of the Jacobian of any maximal curve over F q 2 is trivial, one concludes that C cannot be maximal over any finite field of characteristic ≡ 1 mod 4. So we have p ≡ 3 mod 4.
Remark 2.4. The assumption that a curve C is maximal over F q 2 implies that the Lpolynomial of C over F q (which has as zeros square roots of the zeros of the L-polynomial of C over F q 2 ) must be (1 + qt 2 ) d . In the situation described in Proposition 2.3 this means that if q is a square, then the quartic twist of C over F q corresponding to the cocycle F q → ι (with F q the q-th power Frobenius) has L-polynomial (1 − qt 2 ) d . In case q is not a square, the analogous cocycle results in a twist that has (again) L-polynomial (1 + qt 2 ) d .
3. The curves y 2 = x 2d+1 + x and y 2 = x 2d + 1 Let d ≥ 1 be an integer, and let q be a prime power such that gcd(q, 2d) = 1. We consider the complete non-singular curve X over F q 2 birational to the plane affine curve given by
The condition on the pair (q, d) implies that X has genus d.
The following result is crucial for us (see [8, Theorem 1] ).
Theorem 3.1. The smooth complete hyperelliptic curve X corresponding to
is maximal over F q 2 if and only if either q ≡ −1 (mod 4d) or q ≡ 2d + 1 (mod 4d).
Now let Y be the complete non-singular curve over F q corresponding to the equation y 2 = x 2d + 1. Note that the condition gcd(q, 2d) = 1 implies that Y has genus d − 1. One more result which will be used in our proofs is recalled from [9] : Theorem 3.2. The smooth complete hyperelliptic curve Y corresponding to y 2 = x 2d + 1 is maximal over F q 2 if and only if q ≡ −1(mod 2d).
Hyperelliptic curves from Chebyshev polynomials
The next preliminary result generalizes parts of [2, Theorem 6.1(b)] and [4, Theorem 7.2(a)] (in fact it is based on essentially the same ideas already present in [2] ). Proof. Consider the morphism α :
We study separability of the polynomial ϕ d , which means we examine whether the morphism ϕ d is separable and moreover has no ramification points over 0 ∈ P 1 . To this end, first consider separability (and ramification) of the two morphisms γ and β.
Clearly β is a separable morphism of degree 2, in every characteristic. It is only ramified in ±1, and this is one point in characteristic 2 and two points in every other characteristic.
The morphism γ is inseparable precisely when gcd(q, d) = 1. If this holds then also α = β • γ is inseparable. As a consequence, so is ϕ d since α = γ • ϕ d and γ is separable. So
Next, assume gcd(q, d) = 1 so that γ is separable (over F q ). Then α and hence ϕ d are separable morphisms as well. To obtain the ramification points of ϕ d in this case, we compute the ramification of α = β • γ. First consider the case that q is odd. Then β is only ramified in ±1 (both points with ramification index e ±1 = 2 and β(±1) = ±2). Moreover γ is only ramified in 0 and in ∞ (both with ramification index d) and γ −1 (±1) consists of the 2d pairwise distinct solutions of x 2d = 1. Since γ −1 (0) = 0 and γ −1 (∞) = ∞, the conclusion is that the total map α is ramified only in the following points: {0, ∞}, each with ramification index d, and in the 2d-th roots of unity, each with ramification index 2. Moreover the image of these points under α is {∞, ±2}. Since 0 ∈ {∞, ±2} and α = ϕ d • β, one concludes q is odd and gcd(q, d) = 1 ⇒ the polynomial ϕ d is separable over F q . Now consider the case 2|q and gcd(q, d) = 1. This implies that the map α is separable over F q . As in the previous case, the ramification of α is easily found using α = β • γ. Now β is only ramified at 1, with β(1) = 0 (ramification index 2). We conclude that α is ramified only in the following points: {0, ∞}, each with ramification index d, and in the d-th roots of unity, each with ramification index 2. The image of these points under α is {∞, 0}. As α −1 (0) consists of the d-th roots of unity and only 1 ∈ α −1 (0) is a ramification point of β, the decomposition α = ϕ d • β shows that whenever d > 1 then ϕ d : P 1 → P 1 is ramified in some points over 0 (namely, in ζ + ζ −1 with ζ = 1 satisfying ζ d = 1). We showed:
2|q and gcd(q, d) = 1 and d > 1 ⇒ the polynomial ϕ d is inseparable over F q .
Since the case d = 1 (so ϕ d (x) = x) is trivial, the lemma follows.
Case d even and
Proof. (of Theorem 1.1). Take d > 0 an even integer, and let q be a prime power with gcd(d, q) = 1. We will show that the curve C corresponding to the equation
is maximal over F q 2 if and only if the curve X introduced in Section 3 (corresponding to y 2 = x 2d+1 + x) is maximal over F q 2 . Theorem 1.1 is then a consequence of Theorem 3.1. The main idea is to decompose the Jacobian variety J (X ) up to isogeny over F q 2 . Let τ ∈ Aut(X ) be the involution given by τ (x, y) = (1/x, y/x d+1 ). The quotient of X by τ is the curve C = X / < τ > with equation
indeed, the functions u = x+1/x and v = y(x+1)x −1−d/2 generate the subfield of τ -invariants in the function field of X , as is seen as follows. Write F p (x, y) for the function field of X over the prime field F p of F q . We have the inclusions of fields (where the numbers describe the degree of the given extensions)
We have the basis
for the space of regular differentials on X . A basis for the differentials invariant under τ is
which also generate the pull-backs of the regular differentials on C (note that since we assume gcd(q, d) = 1, Lemma 4.1 implies that ϕ d is separable over F q . Also,
. Let ι be the hyperelliptic involution on X , so ι(x, y) = (x, −y). The quotient of X by τ ι (this map is an involution defined over the prime field) is the curve C 1 = X / < τ ι > with equation
indeed, the invariants under ρ in the function field of X are generated by ξ := x + x −1 and η := y(x − 1)x −1−d/2 . These functions satisfy
A basis for the differentials invariant under τ ι is
which also generate the pull-backs to X of the regular differentials on C 1 . Fixing a primitive 4-th root of unity i ∈ F q 2 , the map (u, v) → (−u, iv) yields an isomorphism C ∼ = C 1 defined over F q 2 . The discussion above shows, with ∼ denoting isogeny defined over
As a consequence
with L denoting an L-polynomial over F q 2 . Now Proposition 2.1 implies that the curve X is maximal if and only if the curve C is maximal. This completes the proof. Case d odd and
Proof. (of Theorem 1.3). This is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Take d > 0 an odd integer, and let q be a prime power with gcd(q, 2d) = 1. We will show that the curve C corresponding to the equation
is maximal over F q 2 if and only if the curve Y corresponding to y 2 = x 2d + 1 is maximal over F q 2 . Theorem 1.3 is then a consequence of Theorem 3.2.
Let σ be the involution on Y defined by σ(x, y) = (1/x, y/x d ). The quotient of Y by σ is the hyperelliptic curve C. Indeed, the functions u = x + x −1 and v = y(1 + x)x
generate the field of functions invariant under σ, and one computes
Multiplying σ by the hyperelliptic involution on Y one obtains another quotient curve which we denote by C 1 . The invariant functions under the new involution are generated by u = x+x −1 and w = y(1−x)x −(d+1)/2 . They satisfy
Analogous to the previous proof one concludes
2 , in this case for the L-polynomials over F q as well as for those over F q 2 . This implies the result.
Case d odd and
Proof. (of Theorem 1.5). Let d ≥ 1 be an odd integer. Take a prime power q such that gcd(q, 2d) = 1. We will consider curves over (the prime field of) F q 2 . Recall (see the proof of Theorem 1.1) that the hyperelliptic curve X corresponding to the equation y 2 = x 2d+1 + x admits the involution τ defined by τ (x, y) = (1/x, y/x d+1 ). For odd d, the quotient of X by τ is the hyperelliptic curve C with equation
indeed, a quotient map is given by
This proves the first assertion of Theorem 1.5.
To show the remaining parts, we will decompose up to isogeny the Jacobian J (X ) of the curve X . With the basis ω j := x j−1 dx/y (for 1 ≤ j ≤ d) for the regular differentials on X , one checks that a basis for the differentials invariant under τ is
which also generate the pull-backs of the regular differentials on C; note that by Lemma 4.1 the condition gcd(q, 2d) = 1 implies that ϕ d is separable over F q hence C has genus (d − 1)/2.
Let ι be the hyperelliptic involution on X . The quotient of X by τ ι (this automorphism has order 2 and it is defined over the prime field) is the curve C 1 = X / < τ ι > with equation
indeed, the functions ξ := x + 1/x and η :=
) ∈ F q (X ) are invariant under the action of τ ι and [F q (X ) : F q (ξ, η)] = 2. Hence ξ, η generate the function field of C 1 . We have
From this, the second assertion in Theorem 1.5 follows: namely, by Theorem 3.1 the congruence condition on q implies that X is maximal over F q 2 . Since X covers C 1 , the same is true for Since the pull-backs of a basis of the regular differentials on C together with the pull-backs of a similar basis on C 1 yield a basis for the regular differentials on X , one concludes that the Jacobian J (X ) of X is isogenous to a product
where J (C) and J (C 1 ) are the Jacobians of the curves C and C 1 , respectively. This implies that L X (t) = L C (t) · L C 1 (t) (for L-polynomials over any extension of F q ). Hence if both C and C 1 are maximal over F q 2 then so is X , which by Theorem 3.1 implies that q ≡ −1(mod 4d) or q ≡ 2d + 1(mod 4d). This finishes the proof. In fact for d = 3 one finds (loc. sit.) that J (C) is the elliptic curve E 1 with equation y 2 = x 3 −3x and (up to isogeny) J (C 1 ) is a product E 2 × E 3 where E 2 is the elliptic curve with equation y 2 = x 3 + x and E 3 is the one with equation y 2 = x 3 + 108x. These two elliptic curves E 1 and E 2 are isogenous over F q 2 (for q any prime power with gcd(q, 6) = 1). So in this case maximality of any one of them over F q 2 is equivalent to q ≡ 3(mod 4) and to maximality of any one of the curves C or C 1 over F q 2 . In particular, Conjecture 1.6 holds for d = 3.
Case d even and y 2 = ϕ d (x). A preliminary result relying on an analogous reasoning as above, is the following which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.4. (i) q ≡ −1(mod 2d);
(ii) the curve C corresponding to
Proof. Take d = 2e for some integer e > 0 and let q be a prime power with gcd(q, d) = 1. The curve Y over F q corresponding to the equation y 2 = x 2d + 1 admits the involution σ given by σ(x, y) = (1/x, y/x d ). The functions in F q (Y) which are invariant under σ are generated by u = x + 1/x and v = y x e . We have
so the quotient of Y by σ is the curve C corresponding to v 2 = ϕ d (u). If q ≡ −1 mod 2d then by Theorem 3.2 the curve Y is maximal over F q 2 . Since this curve covers C, it follows from Remark 2.2 that also C is maximal over F q 2 . This shows the first claim in Proposition 4.4.
For the second claim we use the product σ ′ of σ and the hyperelliptic involution on Y, so ), and they are related by
So also C 1 corresponding to
Hence by Theorem 3.2, if q ≡ −1 (mod2d) then C 1 is maximal over F q 2 , proving the second claim in Proposition 4.4.
For the last claim, observe that analogous to the other results shown in this section we have that the Jacobian J (Y) is isogenous over F q to the product J (C) × J (C 1 ). Hence the L-polynomial of Y over any extension of F q is the product of the L-polynomials of C and C 1 (over the same extension). The remaining statement in Proposition 4.4 is an immediate consequence of this.
Relating y
Here we prove Theorem 1.4 and we make some remarks concerning Conjecture 1.6. The following lemma turns out to be useful.
Lemma 5.1. Let d ≥ 1 be any integer and let q be a prime power with gcd(q, 2d) = 1. Then the L-polynomial of the elliptic curve over F q given by
Proof. First consider the case that d is odd. We use the notations from the proof of Theorem 1.5 and we let ζ in some extension of F q be a primitive 4d-th root of unity. The curve X admits an automorphism ρ given by ρ(x, y) = (ζ 2 x, ζy). The quotient of X by the group generated by ρ 4 is the elliptic curve E given by
and an explicit quotient map is given by
Note that although the elements of the group generated by ρ 4 may not be defined over F q , the group is, which explains why the quotient curve and the map to it are defined over F q .
A
As a consequence, the elliptic curve E is up to isogeny contained in the Jacobian J (C 1 ). This implies the lemma for d odd.
Now assume d = 2e is even. The curve Y corresponding to y 2 = x 4e + 1 covers the given elliptic curve, with an explicit covering map given by (x, y) → (x 2e , x e y). Note that x e−1 dx y is a pull-back to Y of a regular differential on the elliptic curve. The proof of Proposition 4.4 shows that J (C 1 ) is up to isogeny an abelian subvariety of J (Y), and the regular differentials on Y coming from C 1 are the ones invariant under the action of the automorphism denoted σ ′ . As the differential x e−1 dx y is invariant under σ ′ , it follows that the elliptic curve is up to isogeny contained in J (C 1 ). This implies the lemma for d even. Proof. Write d = 2e with e a positive, odd integer and let q be a prime power satisfying gcd(q, 2e) = 1. One decomposes, up to isogeny, the Jacobian J (C 1 ) of the curve C 1 corresponding to y 2 = (x 2 − 4)ϕ 2e (x) as follows. Note that C 1 admits the involution α given by α(x, y) = (−x, y). Since ϕ 2e (x) = ϕ e (ϕ 2 (x)) = ϕ e (x 2 − 2), the quotient by α is the curve D corresponding to v 2 = (t − 4)ϕ e (t − 2) (with quotient map (x, y) → (x 2 , y)). Using the variables v and u := t − 2, this equation becomes v 2 = (u − 2)ϕ e (u). Using that the curve D is isomorphic to the one with equation v 2 = (u + 2)ϕ e (u) (just change the sign of u and use that e is odd), Theorem 1.3 implies that if C 1 is maximal over F q 2 , then so is D, and therefore q ≡ −1 mod 2e. From Lemma 5.1, the maximality of C 1 over F q 2 implies maximality of the elliptic curve given by y 2 = x 3 + x over F q 2 . The latter maximality is equivalent to q ≡ −1 (mod 4).
Using that e is odd, one concludes that if C 1 is maximal over F q 2 , then q ≡ −1 ( mod 4e). Hence Proposition 4.4 implies the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) of Conjecture 1.6 in this case.
For the other implication, assume that C corresponding to y 2 = ϕ 2e (x) is maximal over F q 2 and that q ≡ −1 (mod 4). Writing ϕ 2e (x) = ϕ e (x 2 − 2) it is clear that the map (x, y) → (x 2 − 2, xy) yields a nonconstant morphism from C to the curve with equation s 2 = (t + 2)ϕ e (t). Hence the latter curve is maximal over F q 2 , which by Theorem 1.5 implies q ≡ −1 ( mod 2e). So again one concludes q ≡ −1 ( mod 4e), and the maximality of C 1 over Proof. With notations as above, write d = 2e. The map (x, y) → (x 2 − 2, y) shows that C 1 covers the curve corresponding to v 2 = (u − 2)ϕ e (u). Hence as before, by Theorem 1.1 one concludes that if C 1 is maximal over F q 2 , then either q ≡ −1 ( mod 4e) or q ≡ 2e+1 ( mod 4e).
Similarly, the map (x, y) → (x 2 − 2, xy) shows that C 1 covers the curve corresponding to the equation w 2 = (u 2 − 4)ϕ e (u). Hence maximality of C 1 over F q 2 implies using Lemma 5.1 that the elliptic curve with equation y 2 = x 3 + x is maximal over F q 2 . As a consequence q ≡ −1 (mod4).
Combining the congruences for q we conclude that maximality implies q ≡ −1 mod 2d. Hence by Proposition 4.4 the curve corresponding to y 2 = ϕ d (x) is maximal over F q 2 , which is what we wanted to show.
Vice versa, is C corresponding to y 2 = ϕ d (x) maximal over F q 2 and is moreover q ≡ −1 (mod4), then since (x, y) → (x 2 − 2, xy) shows that C covers the curve corresponding to v 2 = (u + 2)ϕ e (u), we conclude using Theorem 1.1 that either q ≡ −1 (mod4e) or q ≡ 2e + 1 (mod4e). However, the additional condition on q shows that the latter congruence is impossible, so one concludes q ≡ −1 ( mod 4e We will now discuss Conjecture 1.6. To this end, we first describe an attempt to prove the conjecture which unfortunately seems to fail.
Remark 5.4. We continue with the notations introduced in the proofs of Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 5.1; in particular, the integer d > 0 is assumed to be odd. Consider the action of 1 + τ and of 1 + ρ 4 + ρ 8 + . . . + ρ 4d−4 on J (X ). As endomorphisms on J (X ) these maps are defined over the prime field of F q . Moreover since 1 + τ acts as 0 on the regular differentials on X which are pulled back from C, and as multiplication by 2 on the regular differentials pulled back from C 1 , it follows that (1 + τ )(J (X )) is isogenous to J (C 1 ). An analogous argument shows that
is isogenous to the elliptic curve E. Since 1 + ρ 4 + . . . + ρ 4d−4 acts as multiplication by d on the differential ω (d+1)/2 and as 0 on the differentials ω j + ω d+1−j (1 ≤ j ≤ (d − 1)/2), it follows that the abelian variety A ⊂ J (X ) defined by
is defined over the prime field of F q , and dim(A) = (d − 1)/2, and J (C 1 ) ∼ E × A (an isogeny defined over the prime field of F q ). As a result,
Suppose that we would know that A and J (C) are isogenous over F q 2 . Then in particular the L-polynomial L C (t) divides L C 1 (t) (here we take L-polynomials over F q 2 ). Clearly, this would imply the case d odd of Conjecture 1.6.
A rather natural idea for showing that indeed the abelian varieties A and J (C) are isogenous over F q 2 , is to look for endomorphisms in the subalgebra Z[ρ, τ ] ⊂ End(J (X )) and restrict those to A or to (1 − τ )(J (X )) ∼ J (C). Unfortunately, this cannot work, as is seen by the following argument.
Consider the regular differentials on X that correspond to A and to J (C). The action of Z[ρ, τ ] on the regular differentials on X has the invariant subspaces V j spanned by ω j and ω d+1−j . If d > 1 then dim(V 1 ) = 2 and τ, ρ act on V 1 by the matrices 0 −1 −1 0 and ζ 0 0 −ζ −1 , respectively. We look for an element in the Z-algebra generated by these two matrices that sends one of the two lines spanned by 1 1 or by
, to the other. However, such an element does not exist. 
is maximal over F q 2 , then the elliptic curve v 2 = ϕ 3 (u) is also maximal over F q 2 . The latter maximality occurs precisely when q ≡ −1 mod 4. As a consequence, for d a multiple of 3 the assumption q ≡ −1(mod 4) mentioned in statement (ii) of Conjecture 1.6 can be deleted.
Remark 5.6. In [11] , the curve C corresponding to y 2 = ϕ d (x) is denoted by C 0 ; one of the results of that paper ( [11, Section 3.2] ) is that in case d = ℓ is an odd prime number, then the endomorphism algebra of J (C) contains the field
where g is the genus of C. Moreover, provided ℓ = 5, regarding J (C) as an abelian variety in characteristic 0, by [11, Proposition 5] it has no nontrivial abelian subvarieties (over any field extension). This means that J (C) is a so-called CM abelian variety. The extension K/Q is Galois (even abelian), with Galois group G ∼ = Z/2Z×F × ℓ /±1; note that this group is cyclic precisely when ℓ ≡ 3(mod 4).
The CM type corresponding to J (C) is computed in [11] . One identifies it with the subset Φ ⊂ G given by Φ = {(0, ±1), (1, ±2), (0, ±3), . . .} of cardinality (ℓ − 1)/2.
In [1, Theorem 3.1] it is explained how the slopes of the Newton polygon of Frobenius on a reduction of C modulo a prime p can be determined from the decomposition group D ⊂ G at p: the possible slopes are #(Dg ∩ Φ)/#Dg with g an element of G. Note that the group D (at any prime p with gcd(p, 2ℓ) = 1 which means, at any prime that does not ramify in K) is the cyclic group generated by ((p − 1)/2 mod 2, ±p mod ℓ). In particular, taking p ≡ 1(mod 4) one has that D ⊂ (0) × F × ℓ / ± 1. Hence taking g = (1, ±1) ∈ G one finds Dg ∩ Φ = ∅. As a result, one of the slopes is 0, implying that the p-rank of J (C) is positive. In particular, this provides an alternative proof of Proposition 2.3 for the special case of the polynomial ϕ d (x) with d > 1 odd. Indeed, taking ℓ any prime divisor of d, the equality ϕ d (x) = ϕ ℓ (ϕ d/ℓ (x)) implies that the curve corresponding to y 2 = ϕ ℓ (x) is covered by the curve corresponding to y 2 = ϕ d (x). Hence if the latter curve is maximal over F q 2 (and gcd(q, 2ℓ) = 1), then so is the first, and therefore the characteristic of F q 2 is ≡ 3 mod 4.
We illustrate the use of CM theory also in the next result. Proof. Note that x 5 − 5x 3 + 5x = ϕ 5 (x). We will show the result by using the CM theory described above in Remark 5.6. We therefore use the notations introduced in that remark, for the special case ℓ = 5.
Let p be the characteristic of F q . By Proposition 2.3 (and alternatively, by Remark 5.6), maximality of the given curve C implies that p ≡ 3(mod4). Hence the decomposition group D at p in G = Gal(K/Q) ∼ = Z/2Z × F × 5 / ± 1 is generated by (1, ±p mod 5). In case p ≡ ±2 mod 5, this means D = {(1, ±2), (0, ±1)}.
Clearly D · (0, ±2) ∩ Φ = ∅ where Φ ⊂ G describes the CM=type of the curve C. As before, this implies that C cannot be maximal in characteristic p.
So a necessarily condition for maximality in characteristic p is besides p ≡ 3( mod 4) that also p ≡ ±1(mod 5). From this, the result follows.
Remark 5.8. In the proof above we only used the fact that for a maximal curve, the slopes of Frobenius are all positive. A stronger condition is that in fact they need to be equal to 1 2 . Exploiting that, one obtains similar results for other values of ℓ. For example, with ℓ = 17 one can exclude characteristic p ≡ ±2(mod17) in this way.
We finish this manuscript by briefly mentioning some small cases of Conjecture 1.6. d = 1: here statement (i) asserts the maximality of the elliptic curve given by y 2 = x 3 − 4x over F q 2 . This holds precisely when q ≡ −1(mod 4). Statement (ii) asserts, besides this congruence condition, also the maximality of the curve corresponding to v 2 = u. Since this maximality holds over any F q 2 (the curve has genus 0), Conjecture 1.6 holds for d = 1. d = 3: as already shown in Remark 4.3, also for d = 3 Conjecture 1.6 holds. d ≥ 5: we verified using Magma for all prime powers q < 100 and d ∈ {5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15} Conjecture 1.6 holds. In fact, the experiment suggests that for odd d > 1, the both curves y 2 = ϕ d (x) and y 2 = (x 2 − 4)ϕ d (x) are maximal over F q 2 precisely when the two conditions q ≡ ±1(mod d) and q ≡ 3(mod 4) hold.
